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Purpose of Today’s Information Session
• As schools prepare policies and procedures for students to return to learning this fall, superintendents 

and administrators may have questions regarding health information around COVID-19.

• We have assembled this panel of Cincinnati Children’s experts who can provide up-to-date COVID-19 
information, including basic facts, infection control/prevention, epidemiology, transmission, vaccines, 
and more.

• Not here to endorse or reject any particular school policy.
– We can discuss risk level but cannot make recommendations that will depend on risk tolerance. 
– Evidence will evolve, implementation will be challenging
– Learning and improvement will be critical

• Future sessions will be offered weekly if school leaders are interested. 



Background
• 2019-20 experience

– Closing schools helped flatten the curve
– Scramble for online content
– Loss of resources and developmental needs for students

• 2020-21 Plans
– Kids need school, at least some of which is in-person
– Schools need to imagine a ‘new normal’

Cannot run school as we did pre-COVID – risk of spread



Overall Themes
In order of priority:
1. Distancing

– Likely most important and hardest 
– We all need to learn how to distance routinely

2. Masking
3. Hand hygiene
4. Cleaning

Degree 
of 

Difficulty



Borrowing from Experience?
• Infection prevention has always been important in schools

– Flu season, lice, meal time, etc.
– Most common intervention is EXCLUSION

• Paradigm shift for COVID
– Need to focus on INCLUSION

– How can we keep kids in school safely? 



COVID-19 Considerations
• Transmission primarily person-to-person
• Role of children?

– Early in pandemic = “superspreaders”
– Current data suggests lower (but not zero) rates of acquisition and 

transmission
• Isolation vs quarantine

– Isolate if COVID-positive
– Quarantine if exposed



Cleaning and Hand Hygiene
• Transmission from surfaces

– Transfer of virus from surface to hand to mucous membrane

Touch Contaminated 
Surface

Touch Mucous 
Membranes

Possible 
Transmission



Cleaning and Hand Hygiene
• Transmission from surfaces

– Transfer of virus from surface to hand to mucous membrane
– Mitigation?

• Clean surfaces 
• Ensure frequent hand hygiene

– Hand hygiene can be 
student-driven
• Hand hygiene ‘captains’
• Hand hygiene breaks



Cleaning and Hand Hygiene
• COVID-19 virus easily killed by typical cleaning products

– Not very hardy (similar to influenza)
– Killed by:

• Alcohol
• Dessication (drying out)
• UV irradiation (aka the sun)



Masking
• Evidence supports any type vs none

– Cloth likely practical for schools
– Worn at all times (even when distanced)

• Masks are uncomfortable
– Regular or scheduled ‘mask breaks’
– Variety of materials – avoid sensitivity

• Difficult to understand speaking
– Face shields in specific situations



Distancing
• Distance continuum

– 3 feet gives protection, 6 feet twice as much
– 4 feet is probably better than 3 feet, etc.
– Physical barrier obviates the need to distance

• Duration of exposure
– <10 minutes not significant
– Brief encounters (e.g., passing in hall) less important than 

prolonged (e.g., classroom learning)



Summary
• 4 principle hierarchy

– Distancing – continuum, duration
– Masking – account for challenges
– Hand hygiene – student-driven
– Cleaning – routine products

• New normal
– What are the goals of school?
– How can we achieve them in the context of COVID?



What are the best sources of information? 
• Public Health Departments

• CDC    https://www.cdc.gov/

• State websites (such as ohio.gov)

• To submit questions, contact:
communityrelations@cchmc.org

https://www.cdc.gov/
mailto:communityrelations@cchmc.org
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